PENBROKE
COLLEGE OXFORD
GAB
The Sir Geoffrey Arthur Building
houses 97 rooms in a modern riverside building a short walk from Pembroke's main site. Rooms are arranged in 'staircases' of 4-6
double study bedrooms with a shared kitchen, two bath / shower
rooms and a separate wc.

Access on Foot from Pembroke College (c.10-15 minutes)

Turn right out of Pembroke Square and walk down St. Aldates
(away from the city centre, towards Abingdon Road).

Cross over Speedwell St and Thames St, keep going over the
bridge and then take the river path immediately on your right.

Follow the river bank, keeping the river on your right-hand-side,
until you reach the large steel foot bridge which stretches over
the river. The GAB is the large turreted building on your left.
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